TORNADO SHELTERS
The designated tornado shelters for the Informatics Complex are the Info East Basement and Info West Basement. People in the Info Connector should go to the Info West basement. Note that Lindley Hall does not have any tornado safe areas. If you are in Lindley Hall during a tornado warning, go to an interior room away from windows (examples include LH215, 230, 225B, 225C and the end suites of floors 2 and 3). Note that the Lindley basement is NOT safe in a tornado.

FIRE EVACUATION POINTS
The Info East and Info Connector evacuation point is the back of the Geology Building (“E” on map below). The Info West evacuation point is in the front lawn of 611 Woodlawn (“W” on map below). Lindley evacuation points are the Clock by Swain Hall (if exiting from the front of the building) or the back lawn of Chemistry (if exiting from the rear of the building) – both “L” on the map.

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
The priority is to dial 911, but additional local assistance can be obtained in office hours by activating the emergency response team (see below). First aid kits and AEDs are kept at or near the building control points (also see below).

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM
SOIC has a dedicated Emergency Response Team trained to assist with fire, weather, medical and other emergencies. The team can be activated for assistance in office hours through the building control points at Info East Main Desk (110), Info West Faculty Office (102), the Lindley Reception (215), or via any member of SOIC staff. The team will be automatically activated for fire emergencies and tornado warnings.

SOIC Staff & Faculty instructions for activating the Emergency Response Team
The Emergency Response Team can be activated by radio and/or by email text message (if possible do both). To activate by radio, make a call, prefixed with the phrase “Requesting Emergency Response Team” on the Motorola radios (using SOIC MAIN channel). Radios are kept at the control points listed above. To activate by email, send a brief message to SOIC-ERT-ALERT-L@indiana.edu. In both cases, state your name, the nature of the incident and exact location.